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Abstract: Algorithmic bias has been a focus of research for many data scientist and machine learning researchers, but little research
efforts have been dedicated to algorithmic bias in autonomous systems. The dynamic nature of autonomous systems makes it difficult
to analyze for biases, hence we focus our research effort on the control loop of ML based autonomous systems. In this research, we
adapted a machine learning based fairness algorithm designed for decision support systems in a real time and dynamic environment of
an autonomous system. The final solution is in the form of a software module which provides access for auditing decision process of
machine learning powered autonomous software systems. This, in turn, ensures fairness in the decision process of autonomous software
systems.
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1 Introduction

Biasness is to treat subjects differently, while fairness is to treat subjects similarly regardless of their defined protected
attributes such as race, gender, social status, age etc. [1,2,3,4,5]. (Unfair) biases are based on classification, not individual
merit. Human decisions include objective and subjective elements. Hence, they can discriminate. Algorithmic inputs
include only objective elements, so it is ideal for algorithms not to discriminate. While human biases seem unavoidable,
algorithmic bias should be controllable. Algorithmic biases in autonomous software systems originate either from data
used in training a machine learning (ML) algorithm or the algorithm itself [6].

The main goal in autonomous system design is to construct algorithms that can predict certain target output. Hence,
the learning algorithm is trained with some example dataset containing the intended relationships between the input and
output values. The machine learning algorithm is expected to generate a correct output; despite been presented with similar
inputs that have not been encountered during training.

For many obvious unfavorable reasons, AI systems have been making news headline for being bias. Recently in
late October 2017, Facebook apologized after an error in its machine-translation service that saw Israeli police arrest a
Palestinian man for posting an Arabic statement that translates to ” good morning” on his social media profile [4]. AI
systems tend to associate some words with a specific group of subjects unfairly, FaceApp apologizes for building a racist
AI when her hotness feature associate being hot to being white [5]. When a user taps the hotness button on FaceApp so as
make a picture hot, the application makes the face in the picture white. Thereby, creating an impression that only a white
face is hot regardless of other skin tones.

Bryson et.al [3] warned, ” AI has the potential to reinforce existing biases because, unlike humans, algorithms may be
unequipped to consciously counteract learned biases”. In accordance with [6] Results for ”CEO” in Google Images: 11%
female US CEOs, whereas the US has 27% female CEOs. Also, in Google Images, ”doctors” are mostly male, ”nurses”
are mostly female. These data are not a true reflection of our reality. COMPAS [7] Prediction accuracy of recidivism errs
by being too lenient with whites and too harsh with blacks: Blacks that did not re-offend were classified as high risk twice
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as much as whites that did not re-offend. Whites who did re-offend were classified as low risk twice as much as blacks
who did re-offend.

To a software engineer, biases in autonomous software systems are a kind of systematic errors, which are difficult to
identify at development. Engineering an unbiased autonomous software system is a huge challenge to software engineers
due to the dynamic nature of autonomic computing. Hence, we desire a software system which enable fairness audit of
decision algorithms found in autonomous systems.

Here, we proposed a reinforcement learning based framework for algorithmic bias detection in ML powered
autonomous software systems. We also proposed a modified MAPE-K [8] control loop which allows fairness check in
decisions of autonomous software systems. The proposed model will enable software engineers to build quality
autonomous software systems with consideration for fairness in the decisions made by such a system.

2 Related Works

Numerous researches have contributed to ensuring fairness in AI in general. Some contributions aimed at detecting or
measuring biases in machine learning algorithms, while others focused on bias mitigation in machine learning algorithms.
Few kinds of researches have also worked on both bias detection and mitigation.

2.1 Algorithmic Bias in AI

As a general belief, there is no one-size-fits-all to the concept of bias in machine learning (ML) algorithms.
Hence, each research aimed at ensuring fairness in ML algorithms is based on individual perspectives and definitions

of fairness and bias. A section of AI fairness research worked on ensuring fairness through the preprocessing stage of ML
pipeline by optimizing for fairness in data used to train the ML algorithm [6,9,10,11,12,13,14]. Another section prefers
to ensure fairness through the in-process stage by optimizing the algorithm itself [15,16,17]. Other researches focused on
post-processing by resolving bias in ML algorithms through optimization of the decisions made by such algorithm [18,
19].

There are varying notions of fairness in AI based on different perspectives of researchers. In [20], the authors
introduced a comprehensive review of various notion of fairness based on researches so far. Fairness notions were
classified into three groups with each having numerous subgroups.

Statistical Measures explains the statistical notion of fairness which forms the basis for other advanced notion of
fairness in AI. Unlike Statistical measures of fairness which focused mainly on the sensitive attributes of the classified
object, Similarity-Based Measures defined fairness considering other attributes of the classified object and how those
attributes relate to the sensitive attributes. Causal reasoning defined fairness based on the relations between attributes and
their influence on the outcome of a decision algorithm.

For the purpose of this research, the Similarity-Based Measures of fairness is adopted as it is well suited to the nature
of decisions made in ML powered autonomous systems.

2.2 Algorithmic Bias detection and mitigation

Algorithm bias detection and mitigation have been challenging due to different notions of fairness in AI. Some AI
fairness research community focused on bias detection and the mitigation process is left to the user to decide based on
the insight provided by the detection tools [6,18,9,10,15,21,22,16,12]. Other researches [11,13,17,14,23] focused on
both detection and mitigation by suggesting likely optimizations to the training data, algorithm, algorithmic prediction.

For the purpose of ML powered autonomous software systems, we adapt FairML [11] - one of the existing proven
methods for detecting fairness in ML algorithms.

3 Proposed framework

Figure 1 below shows the Proposed Control Loop which is an adaptation of the traditional MAPE-K control loop for
autonomous systems [8]. The MAPE-K framework comprises of a sensor, effector and four execution phases which
Monitor, Analyze, Plan, Execute and a Knowledge module which houses the knowledge base. This framework forms the
basis on which most self-adaptive system operates. The Sensor receives information/data from the environment, while the
Monitor phase keeps a close watch on changes in the sensor data. The Monitor phase passes the data for analysis to the
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Figure 1: Machine Learning based Fairness algorithm for real time decision in autonomous systems

Analyze phase. This, in turn, relays the analyzed data to the Plan phase, while the Plan phase creates the plan for execution
and relay execution commands to the Execute phase. All these process phases interact directly with the Knowledge-base.
The proposed control loop has an extra phase (Bias-meter) between the Plan-phase and Execute-phase of the traditional
control loop.

The enlarge bias-meter in Figure 1 gives an abstract overview of the proposed model. Bias-meter takes the following
as input data;

1.Sensor data
2.Algorithmic predictions
3.Protected attribute
4.Result of an external process which performs experience replay based on the stored experience in the knowledge-base.

We used Q-learning with Combined Experience Replay (CER) to present dataset of past experience for fairness check.
The experience replay technique we used specifically search for experiences with similar states variables. The purpose of
experience replay is to ensure the fairness checking algorithm have access to appropriate data from past experience of the
self-driving car algorithm.

After receiving the input data Bias-meter performs three main process steps below;

–Data Pre-processing
–Runtime fairness check
–Audit reporting

3.1 Data Pre-processing

All input data from the Plan-phase and experience buffer are passed through a data pre-processing stage to keep the
data in a format compatible with the fairness detection algorithm. Sensor data, Algorithmic prediction and Experiences
(documented through experience replay) were combined and discretized to suit input format of the fairness checking
algorithm.

3.2 Runtime Fairness Check

For fairness check, we used an adapted form of FairML [11] in determining the relatedness of protected attributes to
the decisions made by the self-driving car algorithm in a crash situation. Through this, our system derives insight in
determining how bias the algorithm is based on the protected attributes. FairML does orthogonal feature transformation
for all the features of the dataset. Our adaption of the FairML only does the orthogonal feature projection using the
protected features of the dataset and consideration of the relationship that exist between the features of the dataset. We
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Table 1: M-FairML performance evaluation

Number of
Attributes

Protected
Attributes

Size FairML
Average Time
(secs)

M-FairML
Average Time
(secs)

Average Time
Difference
(%)

Propublica
Recidivism
Dataset

13 3 6172 122.27 37.12 69.64

Adult Census
Income
Dataset

100 3 4999 3255.16 225.16 39.08

German
Credit Score
Dataset

60 2 1000 32.73 3.89 88.12

considered the relationship between the features so as to augment for accuracy in the estimation of predictive dependency
of the black-box algorithm on each dataset feature.

Our choice of FairML as a fairness checking algorithm is due to flexibility of implementation and its consistency
and robustness even in the presence of noise in the data. FairML used Iterative Orthogonal Feature Projection (IOFP) for
measuring the relatedness of each attribute of a dataset to the decisions an algorithm made from it. This suits our notion
of fairness for the research. The relatedness score generated by our modified FairML is used in our proposed framework
to determine likely bias in the crash algorithm decision under consideration.

3.3 Audit Reporting

User-friendly alerts are raised at runtime if any algorithmic bias is detected. The output of the fairness check is also
logged.

Finally, the algorithmic decision is relayed to the execution phase of the control loop.

4 Analysis and Discussion

In order to check the effectiveness of the modified fairness checking algorithm (M-FairML), we evaluate the algorithm
with three different datasets of moderate sizes on varying level of noise. Basically, M-FairML is tested against similar
dataset used in testing the original version of the fairness audit algorithm (FairML). No significant change in accuracy is
noticed while execution time is greatly reduced when viewed under varying level of noise. Noise was introduced into each
of the dataset by generating random noise data and appending it to the dataset. Due to the inaccessibility of the black-box
algorithms used in making the predictions for the ML systems in consideration, we used common predictive algorithms
such as Linear Logistic Regression, Non-Linear Logistic Regression, Random Forest, Neural Network, Linear Support
Vector Machine (SVM) and Gaussian Process. These predictive algorithms have varying features and speed of execution
as noticed with each dataset under consideration.

The result of the performance evaluation reported in Table 1 shows that M-FairML ensures more than sixty nine
percent (69%) reduction in execution time across all the datasets used. In comparison with FairML, M-FairML report
no significant difference in accuracy. This is noticed through the predictive dependency scores generated for each of the
datasets. FairML and M-FairML reported the same predictive dependency scores for each of the protected attributes in
the datasets considered.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a modified MAPE-K control loop which allows fairness check in decisions of autonomous software systems,
while we adopt the experience replay mechanism of reinforcement learning to ensure fairness in decisions made by
machine learning powered autonomous systems. Our proposed approach is novel. Hence, there is a need for further work
on the proposed model. Firstly, the reliability of our model needs to be checked in larger autonomous systems. Secondly,
there will be evaluation in comparison with similar frameworks which are yet to be discovered. Lastly, the model needs
to be tested on a real autonomous system with near real accident scenarios.
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